The Training Institute of Site Safety enhances professional growth by providing in depth training, student advocacy, and developing leadership.

Our instructors are the most qualified in the industry with extensive professional knowledge to support their educational expertise. We provide our students with the most contemporary educational programs in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations. Training classes can be conducted at our facility or at your location. Classes are available in Spanish, Chinese, Polish, Russian, and additional languages upon request.

Our Mission is to provide excellence in safety training by developing leadership, achieving quality, and establishing relationships that enhance the professional growth of all students.

For course descriptions, group discounts, and additional training, please email us at training@site-safety.com, call us at 212-683-7200, or visit us at site-safety.com.

Ask about our Expediting License Renewal Services and DOB License Application Assistance.

REFERENCE LINKS

SITE SAFETY TRAINING (SST) CARD REQUEST FORM
SST CARD VERIFICATION
REMOTE INSTRUCTOR-LED CLASSES
UPCOMING TRAINING SCHEDULE
SITE SAFETY TRAINING (SST)
2-HOUR COVID-19 CONSTRUCTION REMOTE TRAINING COURSE

The Training Institute of Site Safety, LLC

For additional information, please contact us at 212-683-7200 or training@site-safety.com
THE TRAINING INSTITUTE OF SITE SAFETY’S COURSES

OSHA APPROVED COURSES
• 10-HOUR OSHA CONSTRUCTION SAFETY
• 30-HOUR OSHA CONSTRUCTION SAFETY
• 10-HOUR OSHA GENERAL INDUSTRY
• 30-HOUR OSHA GENERAL INDUSTRY
• 10-HOUR OSHA MARITIME INDUSTRY
• 30-HOUR OSHA MARITIME INDUSTRY

OSHA AWARENESS AND SPECIALIZED TRAINING
• 4-HOUR CONFINED SPACE AWARENESS
• 4-HOUR FALL PROTECTION HAZARD AWARENESS
• 8-HOUR FALL PROTECTION FOR THE COMPETENT PERSON
• 8-HOUR PERMIT-REQUIRED CONFINED SPACE ENTRY COURSE
• 4-HOUR HOT WORK IN CONSTRUCTION
• 4-HOUR POWER LINE HAZARD AWARENESS
• 4-HOUR HAND SIGNALS & BASIC RIGGING
• 4-HOUR EXCAVATION HAZARD AWARENESS
• 8-HOUR EXCAVATION TRAINING FOR THE COMPETENT PERSON
• 4-HOUR FORK LIFT AWARENESS/CERTIFICATION
• 4-HOUR HAZARD COMMUNICATION TRAINING (HAZCOM)
• 4-HOUR LEAD HAZARD AWARENESS
• 8-HOUR HAZWOPER REFRESHER COURSE (FRA/FRO/HMT)
• 24-HOUR HAZWOPER TRAINING COURSE
• 40-HOUR HAZWOPER TRAINING COURSE
• 4-HOUR RESPIRATORY PROTECTION AWARENESS
• 8-RESPIRATOR HANDS-ON TRAINING
• 4-ASBESTOS AWARENESS
• 8-HOUR ASBESTOS/LEAD AND RESPIRATORY PROTECTION AWARENESS

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF BUILDINGS APPROVED COURSES

CONCRETE COURSES
• 30-HOUR CONCRETE SAFETY MANAGER
• 8-HOUR CONCRETE SAFETY MANAGER REFRESHER

For additional information, please contact us at 212-683-7200 or training@site-safety.com
CRANES & DERRICK COURSES
• 4-HOUR MAST CLIMBER USER & OPERATOR
• 16-HOUR RIGGING WORKER
• 8-HOUR RIGGING WORKER REFRESHER
• 32-HOUR RIGGING SUPERVISOR
• 16-HOUR RIGGER SUPERVISOR REFRESHER
• 30-HOUR MASTER RIGGER
• 8-HOUR MASTER RIGGER RENEWAL
• 30-HOUR CLIMBER / TOWER CRANE RIGGER
• 8-HOUR CLIMBER / TOWER CRANE RIGGER RENEWAL
• 30-HOUR SPECIAL RIGGER
• 8-HOUR SPECIAL RIGGER RENEWAL

SAFETY COURSES
• 40-HOUR SITE SAFETY MANAGER
• 8-HOUR SITE SAFETY MANAGER REFRESHER
• 8-HOUR SITE SAFETY COORDINATOR

SCAFFOLD COURSES
• 4-HOUR SUPPORTED SCAFFOLD USER & REFRESHER
• 32-HOUR SUPPORTED SCAFFOLD INSTALLER & REMOVER
• 8-HOUR SUPPORTED SCAFFOLD INSTALLER & REMOVER REFRESHER
• 16-HOUR SUSPENDED SCAFFOLD USER
• 8-HOUR SUSPENDED SCAFFOLD USER REFRESHER
• 32-HOUR SUSPENDED SCAFFOLD SUPERVISOR
• 8-HOUR SUSPENDED SCAFFOLD SUPERVISOR REFRESHER

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION APPROVED COURSES
• FLAGGER TRAINING

FIRE DEPARTMENT OF NEW YORK CITY APPROVED COURSES
• 8-HOUR FDNY CONSTRUCTION SITE FIRE SAFETY MANAGER

For additional information, please contact us at 212-683-7200 or training@site-safety.com
ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING
• NYS MOLD INITIAL COURSES
• ASBESTOS INITIAL COURSES
• ASBESTOS REFRESHER COURSES
• LEAD INITIAL COURSES
• LEAD REFRESHER COURSES
• HAZARDOUS MATERIALS COURSES
• RESPIRABLE CRYSALLINE SILICIA IN CONSTRUCTION

MISCELLANEOUS TRAINING
• 8-HOUR AHA STANDARD FIRST AID AND ADULT CPR/AED
• 5-HOUR FIRST AID AND ADULT CPR/AED

LOCAL LAW 196 OF 2017: SITE SAFETY TRAINING (SST) CURRICULUM
• 30-HOUR OSHA CONSTRUCTION
• 8-HOUR FALL PREVENTION
• 8-HOUR CHAPTER 33 (SITE SAFETY MANAGER REFRESHER)
• 4-HOUR SUPPORTED SCAFFOLD USER
• 2-HOUR SITE SAFETY PLAN
• 2-HOUR TOOL BOX TALKS
• 2-HOUR PRE-TASK SAFETY MEETINGS
• 2-HOUR GENERAL ELECTIVES
• 2-HOUR SPECIALIZED ELECTIVES
• 2-HOUR DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS

For additional information, please contact us at 212-683-7200 or training@site-safety.com
Safety training is more important than ever but keeping students engaged can be challenging. This is why we are offering Live Remote Instructor-Led Classes. Our online program will have secure access and monitor participation during the course to ensure that the student is present for the entire length of the training.

Students will be able to see and hear the instructor in real time, raise their hand, ask questions, and interact with other students. All you need is a computer with audio and camera or a smart phone.

**CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD OUR LIVE REMOTE INSTRUCTOR-LED CLASSES STUDENT GUIDE**

*Currently offering the following Live Remote Instructor-Led Classes:*

- 2-HOUR DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS
- 4-HOUR SUPPORTED SCAFFOLD USER
- 8-HOUR PRESCRIBED COURSE FOR SUPERVISORS (SST)
  - 2-Hour Tool Box Talks
  - 2-Hour Pre-Task Safety Meetings
  - 2-Hour Site Safety Plan
  - 2-Hour Drug and Alcohol Awareness
- 4-HOUR ELECTIVES FOR WORKERS AND SUPERVISORS (SST)
  - 2-Hour General Electives
  - 2-Hour Specialized Electives
- 8-HOUR FALL PREVENTION
- 8-HOUR CHAPTER 33 (SITE SAFETY MANAGER REFRESHER)
- 30-HOUR OSHA CONSTRUCTION
- 40-HOUR SITE SAFETY MANAGER
- 2-HOUR COVID-19 CONSTRUCTION REMOTE TRAINING COURSE
- 10 - HOUR SITE SAFETY TRAINING (SST) WORKER
- 32 - HOUR SITE SAFETY TRAINING (SST) SUPERVISOR

*For additional information, please contact us at 212-683-7200 or training@site-safety.com*